
Has the Has the 
critical temperature of the critical temperature of the 
QCD phase transition QCD phase transition 
been measured ?been measured ?



Heavy ion collisionHeavy ion collision



Yes !Yes !

0.95 0.95 TTcc< < TTchch < < TTcc

•• not : not : “ I have a model where “ I have a model where TTcc≈≈ TTchch ““
•• not :not : “ I use “ I use TTcc as a free parameter andas a free parameter and

find that in a model simulation it is      find that in a model simulation it is      
close to the lattice value ( or close to the lattice value ( or TTchch ) “) “

TTchch ≈ 176 ≈ 176 MeVMeV (?)(?)



HadronHadron abundanciesabundancies



Has Has TTc  c  been measured ?been measured ?

•• Observation : statistical distribution of Observation : statistical distribution of hadronhadron species with species with 
“chemical freeze out temperature “    “chemical freeze out temperature “    TTchch=176 =176 MeVMeV

•• TTchch cannot be much smaller than cannot be much smaller than TTcc : : hadronichadronic rates for rates for 
T< T< TTcc are too small to produce are too small to produce multistrangemultistrange hadrons (hadrons (ΩΩ,..),..)

•• Only near Only near TTcc multiparticlemultiparticle scattering becomes important scattering becomes important 
( collective excitations …) ( collective excitations …) –– proportional to high power of proportional to high power of 
densitydensity

TTchch≈T≈Tcc
P.BraunP.Braun--Munzinger,J.Stachel,CWMunzinger,J.Stachel,CW



Exclusion argumentExclusion argument

Assume T is a meaningful concept Assume T is a meaningful concept --
complex issue, to be discussed latercomplex issue, to be discussed later

TTchch < < TTc c : : hadrohadrochemicalchemical equilibriumequilibrium

Exclude Exclude TTchch much smaller than much smaller than TTcc ::
say  say  TTchch > 0.95 > 0.95 TTcc

0.95 < 0.95 < TTchch //TTcc < 1< 1



Estimate of critical temperatureEstimate of critical temperature

For  For  TTchch ≈ 176 ≈ 176 MeVMeV ::

0.95 < 0.95 < TTchch //TTcc

•• 176 176 MeVMeV < < TTcc < 185 < 185 MeVMeV
0.75 < 0.75 < TTchch //TTcc

•• 176 176 MeVMeV < < TTcc < 235 < 235 MeVMeV

Quantitative issue matters!Quantitative issue matters!



needed :needed :

lowerlower bound onbound on
TTchch/ / TTcc



Key argumentKey argument

•• Two particle scattering rates not sufficient Two particle scattering rates not sufficient 
to produce to produce ΩΩ

•• ““multiparticlemultiparticle scattering for scattering for ΩΩ--production “ :  production “ :  
dominant only in dominant only in immediateimmediate vicinity of vicinity of TTcc



Mechanisms for production of Mechanisms for production of 
multistrangemultistrange hadronshadrons

Many proposalsMany proposals

•• HadronizationHadronization
•• QuarkQuark--hadronhadron equilibriumequilibrium
•• Decay of collective excitation (Decay of collective excitation (σσ –– field )field )
•• MultiMulti--hadronhadron--scatteringscattering

Different pictures !Different pictures !



HadronicHadronic picture of picture of ΩΩ -- productionproduction

Should exist, at least semiShould exist, at least semi--quantitatively, if quantitatively, if TTchch < < TTcc
( for ( for TTchch = = TTc    c    : : TTchch>0.95 >0.95 TTc   c   is fulfilled anyhow )is fulfilled anyhow )

e.g. collective excitations ≈ multie.g. collective excitations ≈ multi--hadronhadron--scatteringscattering
(not necessarily the best and simplest picture )(not necessarily the best and simplest picture )

multihadronmultihadron --> > ΩΩ + X should have sufficient rate+ X should have sufficient rate

Check of consistency for many modelsCheck of consistency for many models
Necessary if Necessary if TTchch≠≠ TTcc and temperature is defined and temperature is defined 

Way to give Way to give quantitativequantitative bound on bound on TTchch / / TTcc



Rates for Rates for multiparticlemultiparticle scatteringscattering

2 2 pionspions + 3 + 3 kaonskaons --> > ΩΩ + antiproton+ antiproton



Very rapid density increaseVery rapid density increase

…in vicinity of critical temperature…in vicinity of critical temperature

Extremely rapid increase of rate of Extremely rapid increase of rate of 
multiparticlemultiparticle scattering processesscattering processes

( proportional to very high power of density )( proportional to very high power of density )



Energy densityEnergy density

Lattice simulationsLattice simulations
KarschKarsch et alet al

even more dramaticeven more dramatic
for first orderfor first order

transitiontransition



Phase spacePhase space

•• increases very rapidly with energy and therefore increases very rapidly with energy and therefore 
with temperaturewith temperature

•• effective dependence of time needed to produce effective dependence of time needed to produce ΩΩ

ττΩΩ ~ T ~ T --6060 !!

This will even be more dramatic if transition is closer This will even be more dramatic if transition is closer 
to first order phase transitionto first order phase transition



Production time for Production time for ΩΩ

multimulti--meson meson 
scatteringscattering

ππ++ππ++ππ+K+K +K+K -->>
ΩΩ+p+p

strong strong 
dependence on dependence on 
pionpion densitydensity

P.BraunP.Braun--Munzinger,J.Stachel,CWMunzinger,J.Stachel,CW



enough time for enough time for ΩΩ -- productionproduction

at T=176 at T=176 MeVMeV ::

ττΩΩ ~ 2.3 fm~ 2.3 fm

consistency !consistency !



extremely rapid changeextremely rapid change

lowering T by 5 lowering T by 5 MeVMeV below critical temperature :below critical temperature :

rate of rate of ΩΩ –– production decreases by production decreases by 
factor 10factor 10

This restricts chemical freeze out to close vicinity This restricts chemical freeze out to close vicinity 
of critical temperatureof critical temperature

0.95 < 0.95 < TTchch //TTcc < 1< 1



Relevant time scale in Relevant time scale in hadronichadronic phasephase

rates needed for equilibration of rates needed for equilibration of ΩΩ and and kaonskaons::

∆∆T = 5 T = 5 MeVMeV, , 
FFΩΩK K = 1.13 ,= 1.13 ,
ττT   T   =8 fm=8 fm

two two ––particle particle –– scattering :scattering :

(0.02(0.02--0.2)/fm0.2)/fm



TTch ch ≈  ≈  TTcc



Phase diagramPhase diagram

hadrons      hadrons      

quarks and gluonsquarks and gluons



Is temperature defined ?Is temperature defined ?

Does comparison with Does comparison with 
equilibrium critical temperature equilibrium critical temperature 
make sense ?make sense ?



PrethermalizationPrethermalization
J.Berges,Sz.Borsanyi,CWJ.Berges,Sz.Borsanyi,CW



Vastly different time scalesVastly different time scales

for “for “thermalizationthermalization” of different quantities” of different quantities

here : scalar with mass m coupled to fermions here : scalar with mass m coupled to fermions 
( linear quark( linear quark--mesonmeson--model )model )

method : two particle irreducible nonmethod : two particle irreducible non--
equilibrium effective action ( equilibrium effective action ( J.J.BergesBerges et alet al ))



Thermal equilibration :Thermal equilibration :
occupation numbersoccupation numbers



PrethermalizationPrethermalization
equation of state p/equation of state p/εε

similar for kinetic temperaturesimilar for kinetic temperature



different “temperatures”different “temperatures”



Mode temperatureMode temperature

nnpp :occupation number :occupation number 
for momentum pfor momentum p

late time:late time:
BoseBose--Einstein orEinstein or
FermiFermi--DiracDirac distributiondistribution





Kinetic equilibration beforeKinetic equilibration before
chemical equilibrationchemical equilibration



Once a temperature becomes stationary it Once a temperature becomes stationary it 
takes the value of the equilibrium takes the value of the equilibrium 
temperature.temperature.

Once chemical equilibration has been Once chemical equilibration has been 
reached the chemical temperature equals reached the chemical temperature equals 
the kinetic temperature and can be the kinetic temperature and can be 
associated with the overall equilibrium associated with the overall equilibrium 
temperature.temperature.

Comparison of chemical freeze out Comparison of chemical freeze out 
temperature with critical temperaturetemperature with critical temperature of of 
phase transition makes sensephase transition makes sense



A possible source of error : A possible source of error : 
temperaturetemperature--dependent particle massesdependent particle masses

ChiralChiral order parameter order parameter σσ depends on Tdepends on T

chemical chemical 
freeze outfreeze out
measuresmeasures
T/m !T/m !



uncertainty in uncertainty in m(Tm(T))

uncertainty in critical temperatureuncertainty in critical temperature



Phase diagramPhase diagram

R.PisarskiR.Pisarski

<<φφ>= >= σσ ≠≠ 00

<<φφ>=0>=0



ChiralChiral symmetry restoration symmetry restoration 
at high temperatureat high temperature

Low TLow T
SSBSSB
<<φφ>=>=φφ

0 0 
≠≠ 00

High THigh T
SYM           SYM           
<<φφ>=0>=0

at high T :at high T :
less orderless order
more symmetrymore symmetry

examples:examples:

magnets, crystalsmagnets, crystals



Order of the phase transition is Order of the phase transition is 
crucial ingredient for experiments crucial ingredient for experiments 
( heavy ion collisions )( heavy ion collisions )
and cosmological phase transitionand cosmological phase transition



Order ofOrder of
thethe
phasephase
transitiontransition



Second order phase transitionSecond order phase transition



second order phase transitionsecond order phase transition

for T only somewhat below for T only somewhat below TTcc ::
the order parameter the order parameter σσ is expected to is expected to 
deviate substantially from its vacuum deviate substantially from its vacuum 
valuevalue

This seems to be disfavored by observation This seems to be disfavored by observation 
of chemical freeze out !of chemical freeze out !



RatiosRatios of particle masses and of particle masses and 
chemical freeze outchemical freeze out

at chemical freeze out :at chemical freeze out :

•• ratios of ratios of hadronhadron masses seem to be close to masses seem to be close to 
vacuum valuesvacuum values

•• nucleon and meson masses have different nucleon and meson masses have different 
characteristic dependence on characteristic dependence on σσ

•• mmnucleonnucleon ~ ~ σσ , m, mππ ~ ~ σσ --1/21/2

•• ∆σ∆σ//σσ < 0.1 ( conservative ) < 0.1 ( conservative ) 



systematic uncertainty :systematic uncertainty :

∆σ∆σ//σσ==∆∆TTcc//TTcc

∆σ∆σ is negativeis negative



First order phase transitionFirst order phase transition



first order phase transitionfirst order phase transition
seems to be favored byseems to be favored by

chemical freeze outchemical freeze out



Lattice resultsLattice results

e.g. e.g. KarschKarsch,,LaermannLaermann,,PeikertPeikert

Critical temperature in Critical temperature in chiralchiral limit :limit :

NNff = 3  : = 3  : TTcc = ( 154 = ( 154 ±± 8 ) 8 ) MeVMeV
NNff = 2  : = 2  : TTcc = ( 173 = ( 173 ±± 8 ) 8 ) MeVMeV

ChiralChiral symmetry restoration and symmetry restoration and deconfinement deconfinement at at 
same same TTcc



pressurepressure



realistic QCDrealistic QCD

•• precise lattice results not yet availableprecise lattice results not yet available
for first order transition vs. crossoverfor first order transition vs. crossover

•• also uncertainties in determination of also uncertainties in determination of 
critical temperature ( critical temperature ( chiralchiral limit …)limit …)

•• extension to extension to nonvanishingnonvanishing baryon number baryon number 
only for QCD with relatively heavy quarksonly for QCD with relatively heavy quarks



conclusionconclusion

•• experimental determination of critical experimental determination of critical 
temperature may be more precise temperature may be more precise 
than lattice resultsthan lattice results

•• error estimate becomes crucialerror estimate becomes crucial



endend


